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Abstract: Fresh water resources are depleting rapidly as the water demand around the world continues to increase. Fresh water resources are also not equally distributed geographically worldwide. The best way to tackle this situation is to use solar energy for desalination to not only cater for the water needs of humanity, but also to offset some detrimental environmental effects of desalination. A comprehensive review of the latest literature on various desalination technologies utilizing solar energy is presented here. This paper also highlights the environmental impacts of desalination technologies along with an economic analysis and cost comparison of conventional desalination methods with different solar energy based technologies. This review is part of an investigation into integration of solar thermal desalination into existing grid infrastructure in the Australian context.
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1. Introduction

Fresh water sources are depleting rapidly as the global demand for water continues to increase because of rising demands for natural resources combined with the effects of climate change, especially in dry land and coastal/inland regions. Water and energy are vital commodities for living beings on this planet. The water and energy resources have helped them achieve prosperity and development in various parts of the developed world, while many regions in the developing countries suffer from severe fresh water and energy shortages [1]. The United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) mentioned in one of their findings in 2012 that one third of the world’s population have access to fresh water resources for their livelihood, while the rest will suffer acute water shortage by year 2025 [2]. Drinking water of acceptable quality has become a rare consumption product. According to the World Health Organization (WHO) and United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF) Joint Monitoring Programme for Water Supply and Sanitation, more than 1.8 billion people around the world will have access to polluted drinking water [3]. There is still a large portion of the population around the world with no access to drinking water and the delivery itself is through unsafe sanitary systems. Unfortunately, in addition to being in shortage, fresh water resources are also not equally distributed geographically worldwide [4]. The best way to grapple with this situation for humanity is to find some alternative means of fresh water production. Fortunately, desalination technology has the capability to tackle this issue, however, it is very energy intensive and it has drastic effects on the environment [5]. A quick overview of various types of raw feed water is as follows.

Fresh water contains less than 1% sodium chloride (NaCl), brackish water contains less than 3% sodium chloride, and seawater usually contains around 3.5% sodium chloride. Seawater is more corrosive compared to fresh water due to the penetrating power of the chloride ion through surfaces.
films on a metal and higher conductivity. Waste water is the discarded water after use like private sanitary waste or industrial waste, and is contaminated with soaps, fecal matter and detergents etc. Grey water is the waste water from showers, spas, baths, laundry tubs, washing machines and hand basins, while water from toilets is called black water. There are different desalination processes employed worldwide to remove salts from seawater (67%), brackish water (19%), river water (8%) and wastewater (6%) [6,7].

Desalination of seawater has remained one of oldest water treatment processes in human history, and it has proven to be one of the most reliable backup choices for addressing fresh water needs of not only human beings but industries as well. Desalination has been instrumental in the socio-economic uplift of people in different developing countries around the world [8], mostly in the water deficient areas like Africa, Asia Pacific and Middle East countries [9]. Population growth, along with the development in the industrial and agriculture sector in emerging economies, will swiftly deteriorate and deplete the available fresh water resources. Desalination of seawater and brackish water has the capacity to address the increasing fresh water needs of humanity. Yet, it is not sustainable because it consumes a lot of energy, mainly from fossil fuels which can be hard to supply to remote areas and the prices of which are highly volatile. Some countries in the Middle East like Qatar and Kuwait are totally reliant on desalinated water for household and commercial supplies [10]. Global water withdrawals are more than 4000 billion m$^3$ annually [11] and about one fourth of the world population faces fresh water shortages [9,12]. Australia is the driest continent on Earth, and its Bureau of Meteorology predicts the immediate impact of climate change will be less rainfall in the highly populated areas in the southeast and southwest of the country [13]. The severe Millennium Drought [14] and climate change have impelled some of Australia’s major cities to build 6 large-scale desalination plants with a cumulative capacity of almost 1.5 GL/day in five different states to cater for the fresh water needs irrespective of rainfall [15].

Desalination treats water by dissociating salts from saline water, resulting in potable water which has low levels of dissolved organic and inorganic salts called total dissolved solids (TDS). There were about 18,436 desalination plants worldwide as of June 30, 2015 according to the International Desalination Association (IDA) [16]. These have a commissioned capacity of 92.5 million m$^3$/day catering for the water needs of over 300 million people globally who fully/partially rely on desalinated water for their daily water consumption, and the cumulative contracted capacity is estimated at 99.8 m$^3$/day worldwide [17,18].

The desalination plants with high production capacities are mostly installed in the Middle East. Seawater desalination in the Persian Gulf, Gulf of Oman, and Red Sea which have an acute shortage of potable water resources, represents 65% of global water desalination capacity [19,20]. The worldwide distribution of desalination capacities (million m$^3$/day) in 2009 is shown in Figure 1 [21]. The MENA (Middle East and North Africa) region currently has 2800 desalination plants producing 37.32 million m$^3$/day of potable water which is approximately 44% of the global capacity [19,22]. Desalination technology processes are either thermal processes utilizing both electricity and heat [23], or membrane technologies which are only electricity based [24]. As per the International Desalination Association’s current statistics, reverse osmosis (RO), a membrane process, comprises nearly 65 % of installed capacity, thermal multi-stage flash (MSF) processes make up 21%, multi-effect distillation (MED) provides 7%, electro-dialysis and electro dialysis/reversal/(ED/EDR) provide 3%, nano-filtration provides 2%, and others contribute 2% as illustrated in Figure 2 [24,25].
The exponential increment in demand for potable water has seen a massive investment in desalination technologies globally and the international desalination market is currently growing at a very rapid rate of 55% per annum to meet the demand [24,27]. In addition, we can see from Figure 3 on the left side that power, refining, oil and gas continue as the leading industries using desalination in 2015; however, mining, food and beverage, and electronics indicate growth compared to historical distribution as per the 28th Worldwide Desalting Plant Inventory as shown on the right side of Figure 3.

This paper gives an insight into the current desalination status globally and then further explores different opportunities for undertaking solar water desalination technologies to tackle the severe water shortage issue the world is currently facing. It also gives a thorough insight into the latest published works on several solar based desalination technologies. This paper will also highlight in detail the environmental impacts of desalination technologies along with an economic analysis and cost comparison of conventional desalination methods with different solar energy based technologies.
Water, energy and desalination have a very close interconnection which grows further as growing population and varying consumption patterns increase the demand for water resources [25]. Currently, most of the desalination plants are situated in areas where traditional energy is readily available and at low cost [29]. Unfortunately, as per the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) 2012 technology statistics, only 1% of total desalinated water is renewable energy based [30]. Renewable energy sources are consistently becoming more reliable and common as the costs associated with renewable technology decrease every year, thus resulting in a widespread use of renewable energy in many parts of the world [9,31]. The global capacity of desalination plants, including renewable desalination, grew more than 9% annually between 2010 and 2016, with a total expenditure of around US $88 billion [32]. Figure 5 shows the promising prospects of the desalination market in both developed and emerging countries such as the United States, China, Saudi Arabia and the MENA region [30].

Figure 3. Total worldwide installed capacity by user type re-drawn from [26]. (a) Leading industries use desalination; (b) 28th Worldwide desalting plant inventory.

2. Energy and Water Desalination: A Complex Nexus

The energy and water dependency portrays a pivotal connection globally between the water and energy issues. But, while realization of this compelling water-energy nexus is felt and understood around the world, policies influencing both energy and water remain ill-considered at best and alarmingly disadvantageous at worst. There is a substantial energy footprint associated with supply, treatment and distribution of water. Conversely, energy production requires a substantial water consumption, resulting in an increased international limelight on the water-energy nexus, which is a term used for the correlation between these two vital utilities. This correlation between energy and water resources is shown in Figure 4 [28].

Figure 4. Illustration of the water-energy nexus adapted from [28].
US $88 billion [32]. Figure 5 shows the promising prospects of the desalination market in both developed and emerging countries such as the United States, China, Saudi Arabia (SA) and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) [1]. There is a substantial capacity in rural and remote areas and the rest of the world (ROW), and islands too, where grid electricity or fossil fuels may not be the best option to generate energy at economical cost. It is expected that approximately 54% of the global growth in desalination will occur in the MENA region [30].

![Figure 5. Global installed desalination capacity, year 2010–2016 [32].](image)

The world’s water per capita consumption is increasing twofold every two decades, and shall exceed population growth by two fold [33]. Accordingly, water scarcity will impact one-third of the population around the world [29,34]. Similarly, it is projected that, by 2040, global energy demand will increase by more than a quarter of the current demand, resulting in rise of the cost for water utilization by the energy sector [35]. Water and energy management will become even more difficult and complicated through further water discrepancies and severe weather events, resulting in severe floods and drought due to climate change. Approximately one fifth of the world’s population live in water scarce areas. The demand for water is approaching unsustainable levels. It is envisioned that, by 2025, the demand for water will increase by 55% [36]. To keep pace with this demand, we should develop continuous and viable water supplies, safeguard fresh water resources, enhance efficiency and minimize our environmental footprint, using desalination as a tool [37]. By 2025, approximately two-thirds of the global population will have no access to clean water [38]. Desalination has the potential to close the gap on water scarcity. The discrepancy between fresh water requirements and its availability will further worsen as competing needs for water intensify along with urbanization, population growth, the climate change impacts on the environment and increases in demand for domestic and industrial water [39].

The facts are that the abundant renewable energy resources are still largely untapped around the world and the dependence on fossil fuels will continue as it is still envisaged to be an extremely profitable and credible form of energy. Nevertheless, large-scale deployment of desalination has encountered a few challenges, which has resulted in high energy demand and CO2 emissions from hydrocarbon energy sources [40]. There are remarkable prospects of developing integrated desalination and renewable energy technologies as a medium and long-term approach, by promoting technically viable renewable energy systems with funding and investment [9,34]. Whether these sustainable desalination systems could be technically viable for catering for water needs remains to be ascertained. There are different approaches used to develop viable alternatives that could be accomplished through the adoption of an integrated water management strategy which is based on renewable energy sources for water treatment technologies. For example, in Australia, such a strategy endeavors to attain
sustainable usage of the nation’s water resources by safeguarding and intensifying their quality without compromising financial and public development [41,42]. These viable alternatives include water desalination, wastewater reuse and rainwater harvesting systems. The adoption of these approaches in desalination technologies has resulted in affordable water supply and greater energy efficiency [43,44]. The unit cost of the amount of energy required to produce 1 m$^3$ of fresh water has significantly decreased in recent years, meaning that there will be significant reductions in the number of PV modules and also in the required solar collector areas in solar based desalination technologies [45]. These technological breakthroughs would result in ample fresh water both from seawater and brackish water with minimum consequences on the environment when connected with renewables and solar energy solely. As the majority of the MENA region, the Arabian Gulf area, China, India, and countries in Africa lie on the Sunbelt, the Gulf Cooperation Countries (GCC) are therefore striving hard to produce water by constructing new desalination plants to ease water shortages and deal with the real threat to resource sustainability [46]. For example, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates are working hard towards managing the available water reservoirs to satisfy water demand growth to prevent brisk degradation and exhaustion of its brackish water levels [9,47]. Consequently, Saudi Arabia anticipates solar energy to be the best alternative to fulfilling the growing demand of water and energy in the long term. The Al Khafji desalination plant in Al Khafji City is the world’s first large-scale solar-powered desalination plant in Saudi Arabia. Advanced Water Technology (AWT) and Abengoa joint venture were awarded the contract to build this solar-powered desalination plant at an estimated cost of US $130 m. This plant delivers 60,000 m$^3$ of desalinated seawater per day, ensuring a regular supply of water to the surrounding province the whole year round [48].

3. Solar Desalination Technologies

The majority of the desalination systems either require thermal or electrical energy input that is harnessed from solar energy and, therefore, there has been a lot of emphasis on solar-based systems (photovoltaic (PV) systems and concentrated solar thermal collectors) recently due to depleting fossil fuels and their detrimental effects on the environment. In a solar PV system, the solar cells absorb the incident solar radiation and convert it to electricity. PV collectors have efficiencies between 8 and 12%. Major types of PV panels are crystalline silicon, thin films, and semiconductor thin films [49–51], while concentrating solar thermal collectors collect heat by absorbing sunlight. There are different types of solar thermal collectors, e.g., flat plate collectors, evacuated tube collectors, and parabolic trough collectors, etc., and these collectors have efficiencies much higher than the PV systems. A comparison of the performance and price range of different PV technologies is shown in Figure 6 [52].

Desalination is classified as follows:

(a) Thermal or distillation processes that heat the saltwater to boiling, collect and condense the steam producing purified water; variations are multi-stage flash (MSF), multi-effect distillation (MED), membrane distillation, and vapor compression distillation (VCD) [53];

(b) Membrane technology processes of reverse osmosis (RO), electro-dialysis and electro-dialysis reversal (ED/EDR) methods involving forcing saltwater across a semipermeable membrane that removes the salts from the water, leaving brine on one side and drinkable water on the other [33]; and

(c) Alternative processes consisting of freezing and ion exchange [54].

The detailed classification of solar desalination systems can be found in [5]. One such example is given in Figure 7.
water needs of the GCC countries like Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar, Kuwait, Bahrain and Oman, where the three Gulf Cooperation Council countries, i.e., Saudi Arabia, UAE and Kuwait alone are responsible for more than one-third of their water needs are met with these technologies. The unit cost has been reduced due to integration with solar energy such as in the case of MED coupled with solar powered adsorption cycles which resulted in $0.5/m³ in the Yanbu desalination plant [55]. The financial cost and harmful CO₂ emissions can be significantly reduced with integration of PV with these technologies. On the other hand, emerging technologies such as MD, ED/R, FO, etc., have been primarily used for small scale production of fresh water in remote areas where water and electricity supply is not economically feasible. However, higher production cost, and integration with PV/solar thermal being limited by economical and technical barriers are hindrances in the large scale adoption of these technologies at this stage [53].

3.1. Thermal Processes

3.1.1. Solar Powered Multi-Stage Flash Distillation (MSF)

Solar powered MSF is a type of thermal desalination which involves using a solar source to heat saltwater under high pressures and it is then passed through a series of chambers. The saltwater passes through several successive chambers each with a lower pressure than the preceding one, thus

Figure 6. Comparison of performance and price range of PV technologies [52].

Figure 7. Classification of Solar-based Desalination systems (adapted from [5]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Developed Technology</th>
<th>Emerging Technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reverse Osmosis</td>
<td>Membrane Distillation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Stage Flash</td>
<td>Freezing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Effect Distillation</td>
<td>Electro-dialysis/Reversal (ED/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogeneration</td>
<td>Capacitive deionization (CDI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Osmotic /Electro dewatering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forward Osmosis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, USA and UAE have the highest desalination capacities around the world. The three Gulf Cooperation Council countries, i.e., Saudi Arabia, UAE and Kuwait alone are responsible for more than one-third of the global desalination capacity. The MSF, RO and MED processes are at more mature and developed stages to be integrated with solar energy to cater for the potable water needs of the GCC countries like Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar, Kuwait, Bahrain and Oman, where two-thirds of their water needs are met with these technologies. The unit cost has been reduced due to integration with solar energy such as in the case of MED coupled with solar powered adsorption cycles which resulted in $0.5/m³ in the Yanbu desalination plant [55]. The financial cost and harmful CO₂ emissions can be significantly reduced with integration of PV with these technologies. On the other hand, emerging technologies such as MD, ED/R, FO, etc., have been primarily used for small scale production of fresh water in remote areas where water and electricity supply is not economically feasible. However, higher production cost, and integration with PV/solar thermal being limited by economical and technical barriers are hindrances in the large scale adoption of these technologies at this stage [53].

3.1. Thermal Processes

3.1.1. Solar Powered Multi-Stage Flash Distillation (MSF)

Solar powered MSF is a type of thermal desalination which involves using a solar source to heat saltwater under high pressures and it is then passed through a series of chambers. The saltwater passes through several successive chambers each with a lower pressure than the preceding one, thus
resulting in even more vaporization of saltwater. The evaporated water is collected and re-condensed into refined water. The water that did not vaporize exits the system with a higher saline concentration than when it entered; this is discarded appropriately as waste while the refined water is discharged into the municipal water supply as potable water [33,56,57]. The solar based MSF process is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Solar powered multi-stage flash distillation [58].

MSF is a frequently used thermal technology in the Middle East utilizing fossil fuels [59]. The world’s largest desalination plants operate on this technology with their specific energy consumption (SEC) in the range of 81–106 kWh/m$^3$ for a temperature difference between inlet seawater and hot brine of 10–45 °C [60]. The gain output ratio (GOR) is an estimate of how much thermal energy is used in a desalination process, i.e., how many kilograms of distilled water are produced per kilogram of steam consumed. GORs in the range of 6.5–8 are quite customary for a MSF plant with a recovery ratio (RR) of 6% [57,60]. The capital cost components of a standalone solar powered MSF plant comprise solar collectors, battery storage, PV arrays, thermal storage or fossil fuel powered generator, desalination unit and steam generator. Operating costs consist of chemical cost, maintenance cost and personnel cost which are less than one fifth of total cost [61]. Cost of water obtained from solar-MSF plants is around US $1.4/m$^3$ [62,63]. An economic comparison carried out by García-Rodríguez and Gómez-Camacho [64] between solar-MSF with fossil fuel backup and a fossil fuel driven MSF plant revealed that the major parameters influencing water cost are the performance ratio (PR) and the solar fraction of the plant comparable to the case in solar cooling as recorded by [65]. Solar fraction illustrates the energy requirements of the plant supplied by the collector field, while performance ratio (PR) is the amount in kg of distillate water produced to the amount in kg of steam used [66].

3.1.2. Multi-Effect Distillation (MED)

MED is a type of thermal desalination process, which includes heating saltwater under pressure, which is then made to flow through a series of chambers (or stages). The heat for causing evaporation in the first chamber is provided by solar energy or by combustion of fossil fuel and the vapors thus formed are used to heat the feed water in the subsequent chamber. A portion of the feed water
vaporizes, leaving behind a slightly more saline solution than the original saltwater. However, in this process the water vapor from each chamber (at high pressure) is used to heat the water in the subsequent chamber at a lower pressure than the preceding chamber. Although, this sequence is replicated in all subsequent chambers to enhance the efficiency of the overall system, the basic process uses the heat of condensation to provide heat to the next batch of saltwater, resulting in the separation of condensed water vapor (distilled water) and the production of more water vapor as the stages progress \[33,67\]. The solar powered MED process is illustrated in Figure 9.

Besides the thermodynamic primacy of MED over the MSF process, there is a substantial increase in heat transfer area in MED, resulting in a very low temperature drop in the range of 1.5–2.5 °C in each stage. This enables the inclusion of a higher number of stages (10–16) even with a maximum brine temperature of as low as 70 °C, and this therefore results in a very high gain ratio (product to steam flow rates), which leads to a clear cost reduction \[68,69\]. There are various ways of supplying the feed seawater to the evaporators, namely forward, backward, parallel, and mixed feed systems \[65,70\]. A solar collector multi-effect distillation (MED) plant with a 14 effect-MED unit with a capacity of 72 m³/day was installed at the solar research centre Plataforma Solar de Almería (PSA-CIEMAT) \[71\].

![Solar powered Multi-Effect Distillation](image)

**Figure 9.** Solar powered Multi-Effect Distillation \[72\].

**Pros/Cons of MED:**

- The MED process operates at lower temperatures of approximately 70 °C which helps reduce tube corrosion and the likely scale formation around the tube surfaces \[73\];
- Low pre-treatment and operational costs because the quality of the feed water is not as essential as is the case in the RO process;
- The power consumption of MED is less than that of the MSF process \[74\];
- The MSF process is less proficient than the MED process in regards to heat transfer and fresh water production cost due to the fact that the performance efficiency in MSF plants is less than MED plants \[75\].

### 3.1.3. Vapor Compression Distillation (VCD)

VCD is the process in which the heat for vaporizing the seawater comes from vapor compression. Steam is generated from seawater through solar energy and allowed to flash, and the vapor is compressed using a mechanical vapor compressor or thermovapor compressor. Since increase in vapor pressure also produces an increase in the condensation temperature, the same vapor can suffice as the heating medium for its liquid or solution being concentrated, from which the vapor was originally generated. The incoming seawater causes the compressed steam to cool down, thus precipitating into distilled water and simultaneously heating the seawater to produce more steam \[76,77\] as illustrated in Figure 10.
VCD is generally used in conjunction with multi-effect distillation for large-scale applications or standalone for small-scale applications. The crucial difference that provides VCD an edge is that the compression of vapor is used to alter the water boiling point [78]. It is used in places where fresh water is not easily available, like industries, resorts, and drilling sites. Pressure may reach up to 2000 kPa depending upon the design of the plant [79,80].

**Pros:**
- The equipment used for this process is smaller than MSF and MED;
- The operational expenditures are less in comparison with MSF and MED systems.

**Cons:**
- High energy consumption;
- Capital expenditures are high;
- Maintenance costs of compressors and heat exchangers are more when compared to other systems.

### 3.2. Membrane Processes

#### 3.2.1. Solar Powered Reverse Osmosis

This is a process in which saltwater is made to pass under high pressures through a semipermeable membrane, producing nearly pure water on the downstream side and the salty water is left on the source side. As the efficiency of this process is dependent on the membrane cleanliness, the saltwater is therefore treated with some initial filters for separating particulate matter. Similarly, a post treatment often follows to not only get rid of any microbes in the water, but also to adjust the water’s pH back to normal [33,82]. Solar powered RO units, either through flat plate collectors or concentrating solar collectors can be run with or without solar storage batteries as illustrated in Figure 11. A conventional large saline water RO plant constitutes five major components, namely a saline water supply system, a feed water pretreatment system, high-pressure pumping, RO modules (membrane separation) and a post-treatment system [83,84]. Recently, the largest RO desalination plants have been designed and operated in Saudi Arabia, with the production capacities of plants at Yanbu, Al Jubail and Jeddah being 128,000, 91,000 and 56,800 m$^3$/day, respectively [29].

The PV powered RO system is very sought-after in demonstration plants due to the modularity and easy scalability of both the PV and RO elements [85,86], while solar-thermal RO desalination plants are way behind in terms of the commercialization phase [5]. Research carried out to study the
application of solar thermal energy for desalination by interlinking an organic Rankine cycle (ORC) with seawater reverse osmosis (ORC-RO) [87] has revealed the benefit of combining an ORC with a desalination system whereby the seawater furnishes a heat sink for the ORC condenser while it is preheated simultaneously to increase the RO membrane permeability, which results in low power consumption [88]. Solar PV and solar organic Rankine cycle operated reverse osmosis units have superior socio-economic and environmental benefits in comparison with diesel generator operated reverse osmosis units [89]. The power usage and water productivity cost of a RO desalination unit relies heavily on the membrane layout, system efficiency and TDS in the feed water [90]. The efficiency of the solar PV powered RO unit depends on the efficiencies of various components [32]. A study conducted at Central Queensland University [91] for optimization of an RO desalination plant found that changes to temperature, pressure or concentrate of feed water results in system improvement, feed flow rate was the only variable that showed improvement in system efficiency of up to 15% while permeate concentration remained below a potable level of 500 ppm.

The pressure limit of membrane and attainable recovery rate are two important factors in RO membranes. Feed water has an impact both on water flux and salt rejection rate. Generally, the more the pressure, the higher the rejection of the membrane. Therefore, it is important to fathom the rejection characteristics of each membrane type and ensure that it meets the required quality. As RO membranes are not perfect barriers to dissolved salts in feedwater, there is always some salt passage through the membrane. With increase in feedwater pressure, the salt passage is overcome as water is pushed through the membrane at a faster rate than the salt is transported. However, above a certain pressure level, there is no increase in salt rejection and some salt flow occurs along with water flowing through the membrane. The maximum attainable recovery rate in any RO system does not depend on a limiting osmotic pressure, but rather on the concentration of salts present in the feed water and their inclination to precipitate on the membrane surface as mineral scale [91]. The recovery rate of a membrane system depends on feed water chemistry as different water types contain various concentrations of dissolved salts.

RO, the most energy efficient desalination process basically consumes more energy than conventional fresh water treatment processes due to thermodynamic limitation of separation of saline solutions. Hence, pushing a significant long term saving in energy cost can be achieved by pushing
the energy consumption towards the thermodynamic limit of separation. Lin and Elimelech [93] studied potential energy reduction for RO desalination using staged operations with both closed circuit configurations (CC-RO) and multi-stage direct pass (DP-RO). The study found that multi-stage DP-RO is considerably more energy efficient than single stage RO, but it is extremely expensive, while, in CC-RO, the capital cost remains the same as the major components of the system are similar to single stage RO with no heat exchangers used. Although CC-RO has a superior efficiency theoretically compared to single stage RO and it is easier to implement from an economic point of view than multi stage DP-RO, yet it is still not a technically mature process and it would need further development to explore its true potential by measuring the impact of varying hydraulic pressure on the long term RO membrane performance.

Advantages and disadvantages of the RO process:

- The material corrosion issues are considerably less in contrast to MSF and MED processes because of atmospheric temperature conditions;
- Recent developments in technology have also reduced the operating expenditure of RO plants in the past decade;
- Polymeric materials are preferred over the metal alloys [94];
- New operational membranes have lower prices and are highly durable;
- Membrane scaling due to precipitation of salts is a common issue in the RO process;
- Membranes are vulnerable to biological fouling due to the formation of micro-organisms and also through entrapment of live and dead organisms, and colloidal fouling which is due to the settlement of colloids from an accumulation of aluminum silicates and clays [94].

3.2.2. Membrane Distillation (MD)

In membrane distillation, water vapor penetrates through a hydrophobic membrane due to a difference in temperature, thus disassociating it from the feed water phase. MD is a combination of thermal distillation and membrane desalination. Vapor pressure gradient is the driving force for the MD process which occurs due to temperature difference across the membrane. As the driving force is not pure thermal force, membrane distillation can therefore take place at a considerably lower temperature than the traditional thermal distillation. Molecular water in steam form goes through the membrane from the compartment with substantial vapor pressure to the hot compartment. MD can be categorized in four different configurations, namely air gap membrane distillation (AGMD), sweeping gas membrane distillation (SGMD), direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD) and vacuum membrane distillation (VMD) as illustrated in Figures 12 and 13 [5,95].

Various investigations were carried out to determine: (i) fresh water production rates and the energetic requirements of the different components of the system and found that a DCMD/SGSP (salt-gradient solar pond) coupled system handles roughly six times more water flow than a similar system consisting of an air–gap membrane distillation unit driven by a SGSP. Also, there was a significant heat loss of 30% in various locations as 70% heat extracted was utilized to drive thermal desalination. High water fluxes can be achieved if heat losses are minimized [53,96]; (ii) the effect of various geometric and operating frameworks (including system temperature, water flow rate, salt absorption rate, cooling temperature and the diameter of the system layer) on the system performance. The study showed that productivity as well as the efficiency of the system can be achieved through optimization of these operating conditions [53,97].
Membrane distillation processes have a number of benefits over traditional separation methods in different applications like distillation and evaporation. These are:

- Membrane processes can be easily upgraded to large scale due to their compact and modular design;
- A gentle product treatment is possible due to this energy efficient system operating under moderate temperature conditions.

On the other hand, MD has the disadvantage of membrane wetting, resulting in poor water quality, the lack of specific membrane designs (MD experiments used microfiltration membranes) and a lesser flow in contrast to other desalination technologies [2,102].

Figure 12. Solar powered membrane distillation [5].

Figure 13. Schematic representation of MD configurations [2].

Membrane distillation can be very competitive economically when low grade heat such as industrial waste heat, solar power and geothermal energy is available [98]. System optimization through incorporation of heat recovery units can help extend MD application to rural regions. Guan et al. [99] studied a direct membrane distillation desalination system coupled with heat recovery using Aspen Plus to optimize the system level heat utilization. They derived an implicit expression of gain output ratio (GOR) to demonstrate the interplay of heat utilization and process parameters. They concluded that a compromise should be made whenever limited thermal energy resources are available and hence a high GOR is desired. Likewise, if there is cheap and abundant waste heat,
priority should be given to high water production. A higher GOR was achieved with high heat transfer resistance (due to less conductive and thicker membranes).

There are different opinions among researchers when it comes to energy consumption and cost of MD processes. Some researchers are of the view that MD from an energy usage viewpoint is not favorable when compared with MED and MSF due to the fact that there is an additional resistance to mass transport and reduced thermal efficiency (due to heat conductivity losses) offered by the membrane [100], while others are of the view that the MD energy consumption is almost the same as that of MSF plants, but the pumping power is less [101].

Membrane distillation processes have a number of benefits over traditional separation methods in different applications like distillation and evaporation. These are:

- Membrane processes can be easily upgraded to large scale due to their compact and modular design;
- A gentle product treatment is possible due to this energy efficient system operating under moderate temperature conditions.

On the other hand, MD has the disadvantage of membrane wetting, resulting in poor water quality, the lack of specific membrane designs (MD experiments used microfiltration membranes) and a lesser flow in contrast to other desalination technologies [2,102].

3.2.3. Electro-Dialysis and Electro-Dialysis Reversal (ED/EDR)

ED is an electrochemical separation process operating at ambient pressure that utilizes an electrical potential to feed salt through an ion-selective membrane, leaving fresh water behind. The TDS are removed from the feed seawater, instead of the reverse, thus making it unique from all the other main desalination processes. As feed water flows through, negative salt ions pass through the anion-porous membrane to a positive electrode, whereas the positive salt ions pass through the cation porous membrane towards a negative electrode. In a conventional photovoltaic electro dialysis (PV-ED) system, electrodes are connected to an outside PV source in a container of salt water, removing water salinity as water passes through ion selective membranes positioned between two electrodes as shown in Figure 14.

![Figure 14. Schematic diagram of a PV/ED system [53].](image)

Integrating solar PV with ED is a promising recently developed technology. Fernadez Gonzalez et al. [96] studied the sustainability of a PV-ED integrated system for fresh water production through
energy and environmental considerations. They compared PV-ED with a grid connected system and took (0.49–0.91 kWh/m³) energy consumption as a reference for desalination of brackish water (2500–500 mg/L) by PV-ED. It was found that the environmental impact was less than that contributed by the grid energy supply and also that PV-ED might be more cost effective than the conventional grid mix supplied system.

The solar powered ED desalination system is convenient for: (a) areas having little or no electric power, (b) remote areas with no access to low cost fuel supply, and (c) areas with sufficient sunshine hours [5,103].

Electro-Dialysis has the ability to recover more fresh water and produce less brine. Direct current is the major energy requirement for separation of ionic substances in the membrane. Energy use is directly proportional to the salts removed. This process is applicable to brackish water with a salinity less than 6 g/L of dissolved solids, but not appropriate for water with dissolved solids less than 0.4 g/L.

Electro-Dialysis reversal (EDR) is an identical process, in which the cation and anion reverse to regularly alternate current flow. The polarity is alternated 4 times an hour in design applications, thus creating a cleaning mechanism, and reducing the scaling and fouling potential of the membrane. EDR has a higher recovery rate of up to 94% because of the feed water circulation within the system and the alternating polarity [104].

3.3. Alternative Processes

3.3.1. Freezing

This process occurs when the temperature of saline water is lowered to its freezing point and thus further heat is removed. Indeed, as the crystal structures grow, the impurities are removed from crystal structures. This process uses the phase change of water from liquid to solid. This process requires the separation of the ice crystals from the brine, cleaning of the ice crystals to remove the adhering salts on the crystals surface, and melting of the ice to produce fresh water [38,105].

Freezing processes are categorized into two groups: direct freezing and indirect freezing processes. In direct freezing, there is direct exchange of heat between the feed seawater and the refrigerant [105,106]. The refrigerant evaporates and discharges from the top of the freezer, while the seawater is cooled and then frozen at the same time. Direct freezing has a high production rate but it has very stringent requirements for refrigerant as it has to be chemically inactive, nontoxic, immiscible in water, and resistant to hydrates formation. It requires a very precise refrigerant having a boiling temperature of −4 °C or less, non-flammable, inexpensive and commercially available [107,108]. The operating temperature for this method is −5 °C and is therefore characterized as a low power consumption process [109]. Figure 15 shows a schematic diagram of a direct freezing process where liquid refrigerant enters from the bottom and exits as vapor at the top. It requires a good mixing of refrigerant with the solution to produce ice with less impurities [110]. Saline water (NaCl-H₂O) is used as a refrigerant.

In indirect freezing, saline water is not in direct contact with the refrigerant. Ice forms on a surface by mechanical refrigeration or other methods as illustrated in Figure 16. The energy requirements are high because of the resistance of the surface between the saline water and refrigerant. Large metallic heat transfer surfaces are needed for both freezing and melting steps. This process is hardly used in practice. The merits of this technology are a lower theoretical energy requirement, very low corrosion potential and slight scaling or salt precipitation. This process can produce drinking water and also water for irrigation. However, this process involves handling of ice and water which are mechanically difficult and complex to move and process [105,111].
3.3.2. Ion Exchange

This technology is generally in use for water softening along with other utilizations. The ion-exchange system can best be related as exchange of ions between a solid phase and a liquid phase surrounding the solid. Chemical resins (solid phase) are designed to substitute their ions with the liquid phase (feed water) ions, resulting in the purification of water. Salty feed water is allowed to pass over resin beads where salt ions from the feed water are replaced for other ions. The process eliminates Na+ and Cl ions from the feed water, thus resulting in potable water [104,112]. Ion exchange is used in conjunction with reverse osmosis processes such as blending water treated by ion exchange with RO product water for an increase in water production. Ion exchange is a beneficial process in order to completely demineralize water in high purity requirement applications such as in high-pressure boilers. Unfortunately, it is not a cost-effective process for treating brackish or seawater.

4. Environmental Impacts of Desalination

Desalination plants play an important role in addressing the fresh water needs of a large portion of the population around the world, but these technologies also have some dire environmental consequences attached to them. These adverse impacts are largely due to: (a) leaking of seawater intake pipelines, which eventually causes damage to aquifers, (b) brine and pre-treatment chemical disposal affecting marine ecosystems, and (c) increased greenhouse gas emissions due to large energy consumption process [109]. Figure 15 shows a schematic diagram of a direct freezing process where seawater is cooled and then frozen at the same time. Direct freezing has a high production rate but it requires a very precise refrigerant having immiscible in water, and resistant to hydrates formation. It requires a very precise refrigerant having high purity and water which are mechanically difficult and complex to move and process [105,111].

![Direct Freezing Diagram](image1)

*Figure 15. Direct freezing [110].*

![Indirect Freezing Diagram](image2)

*Figure 16. Indirect freezing process [105].*
consumption [113,114]. The effects of various factors impacting the environment due to desalination are discussed in the following sections.

4.1. Salinity, Temperature and Density

Salinity increases in the waste stream of all desalination processes, but high temperature values are a salient feature of distillation plant effluents only [115]. The reverse osmosis brine has a higher density compared to seawater due to its higher salinity and will, therefore, most likely have an impact on benthic communities, whereas distillation plant discharges tend to drift on the surface, thus hindering productivity in pelagic communities [116,117]. The positive buoyancy of distillation plant discharges result in discharge of huge volumes of cooling water that is mixed with the brine. Various desalination pollutants are discussed in detail below.

4.2. Chlorine

Chlorine is one of the prime pollutants of desalination processes due to its addition in desalination plant feed water to prohibit biofouling on heat exchanger surfaces. Chlorine is a powerful oxidizing agent and a very effective biocide, and modern desalination plants mostly operate on polyamide membranes that are susceptible to oxidizing chemicals like chlorine. Any residual levels in the discharge are harmful to marine life. The use of chlorine could also lead to formation of oxidation by-products such as halogenated organics, which are quite common in the marine environment and there is evidence that some of them are carcinogenic to animals [118,119].

4.3. De-Aeration and Oxygen Scavengers

Oxygen solubility in seawater decreases with increase in temperature and salinity. However, to stop corrosion, oxygen levels in distillation is decreased through physical de-aeration and the addition of oxygen scavengers like sodium bisulphite. The exhaustion of oxygen is also a problem of RO brine due to the fact that sodium bisulphite is generally used as a neutralizing agent for chlorine. The lack of dissolved oxygen could be lethal to marine organisms and aeration is advised before oceanic discharge [117,120].

4.4. Heavy Metals

Waste brine may contain a low number of heavy metals that pass into solution when corrosion occurs on the interior surfaces of desalination plants. Brine metal compositions rely on the use of various construction materials in desalination and RO plants; for example, copper contamination is a big issue in desalination plants due to the fact that copper-nickel alloys are mostly used for heat exchanger surfaces [121]. On the other hand, RO brine may have traces of iron, nickel, chromium and molybdenum as non-metal equipment and steel alloys are used in these plants [122]. These heavy metals have a tendency to mix in suspended material and eventually in sediments, thus affecting areas of restricted water exchange and soft bottom habitats. Many benthic invertebrates nourish on these suspended and deposited materials, which may result in passing these enriched metals in their bodies on to higher trophic levels. Hence, establishing limits for heavy metal concentrations in the brine discharges is highly recommended [123].

4.5. Coagulants and Coagulant Aids

Coagulants and coagulant aids are supplementary methods to improve coagulation. Coagulants such as aluminum chloride, ferric sulfate, and ferric chloride are utilized to enhance filtration of suspended particles from RO feed water, while coagulant aids are organic substances with high molecular masses that hold particles together. Toxic effects of coagulants and coagulant aids are not expected if the filter backwash discharges into the sea. Nonetheless, increased turbidity in discharge may result in reduced primary production or burial of sessile organisms. Impact mitigation options
are to dilute the backwash by continuous blending with the brine, or remove it from the filters and transport it to a landfill [116,118].

4.6. Antiscalants

To prohibit scale formation, antiscalants are added to the feed water in both distillation and RO plants as scaling on heat exchanger surfaces, inside tubes or even on RO membranes, reduces plant efficiency. The major accomplices of antiscalants are organic polymers rich with carboxylic like poly-acrylic acid and polymaleic acid. Environmental risk associated with the release of antiscalants into the marine environment is reasonably low due to their low toxicity. However, dispersal and comparatively long residence times must be anticipated due to the poor degradability of these antiscalants which presents a possible risk of interference with element cycles of trace metals [116,124].

Stringent guidelines for environmental protection should be put in place not only to help optimize both existing and proposed desalination facilities, but also to ensure nations and consumers can enjoy benefits of the expanded access to desalinated water with assurance of quality, safety and environmental protection [125]. It is important that the intake and pre-treatment of seawater, as well as the discharge of the concentrated reject water produced by the specific conditions at the site of every desalination plant should be controlled. Thus, it is crucial to contemplate and assess the benchmarks that assist in the selection of the best available technology and the best and safest solution for the intake and outfall system at every plant. These environmental aspects are as equally important as the commercial details and must be taken into account, not only in the design and construction phases, but also during plant operation [9,126].

The critical and essential factors in regards to the environmental impact requirements that should therefore be taken into account for different desalination options are [9,125,127]:

- Standards for wastewater discharge; ensure to eliminate harm to the environment as far as possible by regulating activities, substances and services that may result in environmental harm due to wastewater discharge;
- Air pollution control needs; air pollutants emitted by desalination plants are NO, CO, SO₂ CO and CO₂. These can be eliminated through installation of NOₓ burners, air filters, particulate wet scrubbers, etc.;
- Concentrate discharge standards and locations;
- Noise control guidelines;
- Public services and utilities;
- Land use;
- Artistic light and glare.

4.7. Total Equivalent Warming Impact (TEWI)

TEWI is a measure of the global warming impact of equipment based on the total related emissions of greenhouse gases during the operation of the equipment and the disposal of the operating fluids at the end of life. TEWI reflects both direct fugitive emissions and indirect emissions through energy consumption in equipment operation. It is measured in kg of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO₂-e).

The KYOTO protocol dictates the continuous careful consideration and evaluation of energy consumption activities. This method computes the total relevant greenhouse gases emission for certain applications like refrigeration and air-conditioning. It is worthwhile to mention that electricity generation to power stationary refrigeration and air-conditioning equipment is the largest contributor to global warming. For example, this type of equipment used 22% of all the electricity sent out in Australia in 2006, which resulted in 7% (40 Metric tons of CO₂-e) of all greenhouse gas emissions in Australia [128].
4.8. Greenhouse Gases (GHGs):

Human activities have resulted in warming of the planet due to greenhouse gases emissions in the atmosphere. The GHGs emitted due to human activities are shown in Figure 17a, i.e., carbon dioxide (CO$_2$), methane (CH$_4$), nitrous oxide (N$_2$O) and fluorinated gases (F-gases), while Figure 17b highlights the top GHG emitting countries, i.e., China, United States of America, the European Union, India, the Russian Federation and Japan. These GHGs remain in the atmosphere from a few weeks to thousands of years. The effects of these increased levels of GHGs include rise in temperatures, weather pattern changes, rising sea levels, increased public health risks (i.e., health related illnesses and deaths), dangers from storms and flooding, etc. [129].

![Greenhouse Gas Emissions](image)

Figure 17. Global GHGs: (a) Emission by gas, and (b) Emission by country [129].

Environmental impacts of intake systems for desalination plants are impingements and entrainment of marine organisms, construction and facility operation [130]. In fact impingement and entrainment of marine organisms, a function of design, operation and local marine biology at the intake head, is a serious environmental concern in relation to surface intake systems [131]. There are environmental regulations in place which govern mitigation of marine life impacts for almost all projects. One way to minimize the impact is to adopt subsurface intake, which extracts seawater from under the sea level or beach using sand as a filter. This can further reduce energy usage and chemicals used, and therefore results in cost reduction [132].

There have been studies conducted to assess the environmental risks posed by outfall systems in relation to the disposal of concentrate. Environmental impacts of outfall systems include increase in the salinity of receiving water bodies, discharge of chemicals used in pre-treatment and membrane cleaning and discharge of metals from corrosion (Fe, Mo, Ni, Cr) to mention a few. There are different methods of brine treatment, but zero liquid discharge garnered renewed interest because these are environmental friendly means for concentrate disposal at sites (particularly in inland areas) where other more conventional concentrate disposal options are not economically applicable [131]. Zero liquid discharge (ZLD) is a wastewater management strategy that eliminates liquid waste and enhances water usage efficiency [133]. Jeppesen et al. [134] thoroughly investigated the recovery of commercial salt in a ZLD system and came up with the conclusion that it may be financially viable to recover different metals like sodium, magnesium, potassium, rubidium and indium, etc., through the ZLD process in areas where there is a demand for such metals/salt locally. As the demand rises, the value of these metals and the extraction cost may eventually become profitable to offset the zero liquid desalination cost. Whenever there are considerable concentrate discharge impacts based on best possible design and scenarios, mitigation measures such as pre or post operation of the desalination
facility can be put in place to counter the impacts. A similar strategy can be adopted for impingement and entrainment mitigation.

5. Economics of Solar Desalination Processes

Desalination is an expensive process. For example, the cost of 3.78 m³ (1000 gallons) of fresh water from a desalination plant ranges between US $2.50 to US $5 compared to US $2 for conventional fresh water [135,136]. Desalination plants around the globe use more than 200 million kWh every day, with energy costs approximately 55% of the plants’ total operation and maintenance (O&M) costs [137]. The reverse osmosis (RO) plants consume 3 to 10 kWh of energy to produce one m³ of fresh water from seawater [138]. In contrast, conventional potable water treatment plants usually consume well under 1 kWh/m³ [135,139]. The substantial growth of desalination capacity in recent years is not only because of increased water demand, but also due to the considerable reduction in desalination cost as a result of remarkable technological advances that have resulted in making desalinated water cost-effective with other water sources [29,39,140]. The important factors that influence policy/decision makers for appropriate technology selection are the total investment and produced water costs, the type of project contract, and other parameters such as local incentives or subsidies [141]. Desalinated water costs per cubic meter can be substantially impacted by several factors like capacity and type of desalination plant, feed water (seawater or brackish water) and labor, location, and type of energy used whether conventional or renewable energy [142,143]. For example, phase change desalination processes that use traditional sources of fuel and energy generally have large production capacities and are very expensive compared to membrane plants due to the requirement of large quantities of fuel for vaporizing saltwater. In the instance of the Ashkelon seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) plant, the overall fresh water cost was US $0.52/m³ [144]. Similarly, membrane methods are more cost effective for brackish water desalination. The comparison is illustrated in Figure 18, where cost approximations for large-scale commercial plants for RO and thermal desalination are presented, including the cost of waste management [9,144,145]. The membrane based desalination process has replaced the thermal based desalination process due primarily to its lower energy consumption, lightweight and compact design and high productivity. Membrane processes require electricity as the main energy input compared to thermal desalination processes which require both waste heat and electricity as an energy source. Hence, a solar energy powered membrane based desalination system makes desalination more justifiable and environmentally friendly [146].

Figure 18. Cost of RO and thermal desalination processes [144,145].
Membrane desalination technologies such as RO are considered to be less energy intensive as compared to thermal technologies, and these can be further reduced by incorporating energy recovery systems. The type and composition of the feed water influences the cost of water desalination in membrane processes. Large-scale RO facilities can utilize brackish water with total dissolved solids ranging from 2000 to 10,000 ppm, but higher TDS concentrations result in a higher unit cost of the desalinated water as shown in Figure 19 [9,147].

Cost of waste management in this instance was included in the calculations. For seawater desalination, the RO method has been used extensively recently due to technological improvements which have resulted in reduction of the cost of membranes. For example, in the Ashkelon seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) plant, the largest in the world with a capacity of 330,000 m$^3$ per day, the estimated cost of fresh water is US $0.52/m$^3$, while in another RO plant in Tampa Bay USA with a capacity of 94,600 m$^3$/day, the cost of water produced is US $0.56/m^3$ [6,9,144]. From Table 1, it is obvious that the costs are higher for small-scale RO operations. As the plant capacity increases, the prices reduce considerably from US $1.25–3.93$ for a plant capacity of 15,000 m$^3$/day to US $0.45–0.66$ with a plant capacity of 100,000–320,000 m$^3$/day. Similarly, the cost of brackish water RO ranges from US $0.78–1.33 /m$^3$ to US $0.26–0.54 /m^3$ for plant capacities ranging from 20–1200 m$^3$/day to 40,000–46,000 m$^3$/day.

### Table 1. Membrane vs thermal desalination cost per feed water source and production capacity, adapted from [148].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feed Water</th>
<th>Plant Desalination (m$^3$/day)</th>
<th>Desalination Cost/m$^3$ (US$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seawater RO</td>
<td>Less than 100</td>
<td>1.5–18.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>250–1000</td>
<td>1.25–3.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15,000–60,000</td>
<td>0.48–1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100,000–320,000</td>
<td>0.45–0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brackish water RO</td>
<td>Less than 20</td>
<td>5.63–12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20–1200</td>
<td>0.78–1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40,000–46,000</td>
<td>0.26–0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSF (multi-stage flash)</td>
<td>Less than 100</td>
<td>2.20–8.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12,000–55,000</td>
<td>0.84–1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greater than 91,000</td>
<td>0.46–0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED (multi-effect distillation)</td>
<td>23,000–528,000</td>
<td>0.46–1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCD (vapor compression)</td>
<td>1000–1200</td>
<td>1.77–2.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On the other hand, thermal process desalination plants mostly use fossil fuels to function, resulting in higher unit costs of desalinated water. For multi-stage flash (MSF), the cost for large systems with daily production exceeding 91,000 m$^3$ ranges from US $0.46–0.89/m^3$ as per Table 1. For multi-effect distillation (MED), the cost for large installations with a production of 91,000–528,000 m$^3$/day varies between US $0.46 and 1.54/m^3$. The cost of the vapor compression process ranges from US $1.77–2.34/m^3$ for plant production ranging from 1000–1200 m$^3$/day [148,149].

The energy cost of the desalination units can be decreased through integration of desalination units with renewable energy sources. A comparison of water production cost of solar powered desalination plants with conventional energy plants is shown in Table 2 [148,150,151]. The unit price of solar powered desalinated seawater of US $3.45–9.9/m^3$ is very high compared to conventional fossil fuel powered desalinated water costs of US $0.38–2.97/m^3$. For brackish water, the unit cost of desalinated water through conventional energy is between US $0.23–1.71/m^3$, while that of solar energy powered desalinated water is in the range of US $4.95–11.35/m^3$ [6]. It is evident that solar energy powered installations are currently less profitable than conventional fossil fuel powered installations due to the high cost of solar collector/PV panels. Nevertheless, these installations produce little to no CO$_2$ emissions that is the main global warming contributor causing the Earth’s average surface temperature to rise. Renewable energy sources like solar/wind essentially do not require water to operate like fossil fuel energy sources and, therefore, don’t pollute water resources or strain supplies. The cost of desalinated water, especially from brackish water using RO, is expected to be less than for any other conventional fossil fuel based technologies in the future due to its much lower energy consumption. It is also believed that desalination cost will gradually decrease by about 4% to 5% every year due to the rapid improvement of technology which has resulted /shall result in cheaper membranes and energy recovery systems [152,153]. Hence, there is tremendous scope for integrating solar energy resources into desalination plants which will make the unit price of desalinated water cost effective in solar energy abundant areas. It will also result in environmentally friendly plants.

**Table 2.** Cost of desalination water produced per feed water and energy sources, adapted from [150].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feed Water Source</th>
<th>Energy Source</th>
<th>Cost (US $/m^3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seawater</td>
<td>Conventional energy</td>
<td>0.38–2.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photovoltaics panels energy</td>
<td>3.45–9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wind power</td>
<td>1.1–5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brackish water</td>
<td>Conventional energy</td>
<td>0.23–1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photovoltaics panels energy</td>
<td>4.95–11.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geothermal energy</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Discussion

Water and energy are basic needs of all humans living on this planet. Access to sufficient quantities of safe water for daily use is critical to health and wellbeing, and also provides the opportunity to achieve prosperity and development. However, many regions in the developing countries suffer from severe fresh water and energy shortages. An estimated 1.8 billion people worldwide still do not have access to potable water. Unfortunately, there are not only shortages of fresh water resources, but these are also not equally distributed around the globe. The best way of dealing with this situation for mankind is to find some alternative ways of fresh water production. Fortunately, desalination technology has the capability to handle this problem. There are approximately 18,436 desalination plants worldwide according to the International Desalination Association (IDA) with a global commissioned capacity of 92.5 million m$^3$/day catering for the water needs of more than 300 million people who are dependent on desalinated water for some or most of their daily fresh water requirements. At the same time, however, desalination plants consume a lot of energy and there are also negative environmental impacts associated with them.
The use of renewable energy for desalination has become a reality, especially solar energy that is a technically mature and viable alternative option to cope with deteriorating fossil fuel supplies and fluctuating prices in recent years and offers a sustainable solution for water scarcity. The main thermal and membrane-based desalination processes were thoroughly reviewed in this article. Membrane based solar desalination has a promising future as the considerable advancement in the design of membrane modules, pre-treatment methods and energy recovery options have enabled these processes to be cost competitive with thermal processes. The membrane based desalination process has replaced the thermal based desalination process in many parts of the world due to lower energy consumption. Membrane distillation is the most energy efficient desalination process which basically consumes more energy than conventional fresh water treatment processes. Membrane processes can be easily upgraded to large scale because of the compact and modular nature/design. Membrane distillation can be very competitive economically when low grade heat such as industrial waste heat, solar power and geothermal energy is available. Therefore, solar based desalination could be a promising prospect in the Middle East and African countries where solar energy is in abundance throughout the year.

Large-scale desalination projects can have major environmental impacts during construction and operation similar to any major project. Desalination may produce high-quality water, but may also end up introducing harmful biological or chemical contaminants into our water supply. All water from desalination plants must be monitored and regulated to ensure safe public and marine health. Further research into identifying all contaminants in desalination brines and the mitigation of impacts of brine discharge is needed. There should be no brine disposal in underground aquifers until in-depth and expert groundwater surveys are carried out and there is no potential risk of brine plumes appearing in fresh water wells.

Desalination costs are currently higher than fossil fuel-based desalination, but studies show that these prices are decreasing due to technological improvements. There are many factors which influence desalination, making estimates uncertain and comparisons harder. The notion that desalination costs will decrease could go horribly wrong and further cost reductions may therefore not be possible, and costs could actually increase in future. Hence, predicted costs must be rationalized over the lifespan of the facility, including reasonable allowances for energy cost and construction materials, limits to membrane performance, and other relevant components.

Solar energy has the capacity to make the desalination industry greener and reduce the impacts of environmental risks. Environmental impacts of intake systems and outfall systems in desalination pose a significant threat to the environment. There are different methods such as substrate intake and ZLD, etc., available to minimize such impacts. These methods may currently be costly, but further research may bring the costs down in the long run. In order to achieve that, a far reaching and collective approach towards research and development programs is required, which includes all shareholders, i.e., government policy makers, local communities, consumers, industries, universities and research institutions. These programs must come up with sustainable water desalination policies and strategies to better handle water scarcity issues, and prevent the rapid deterioration of fresh water resources worldwide. Such measures could comprize of technologies with optimal process optimization to minimize waste and energy consumption.

7. Conclusions

The use of solar energy for desalination not only has promising prospects, but is also a technically viable option to cater for the stressing energy and water issues. Solar energy powered installations are currently not comparable with conventional fossil fuel installations due to the high cost of solar collector/PV panels. Desalination costs are decreasing continuously for solar thermal technologies, especially in RO technology, due to the high growth rate in plant capacity and better process design, better and efficient membranes and materials etc. Nevertheless, the author is of the view that desalination costs may not decrease in the future despite technological advancement in existing technology due to rising costs of energy, raw materials and future operating costs. For seawater, energy
consumption and water production cost in the RO system is less than distillation based methods (MED, MSF, and VCD) due to RO’s high productivity in the recovery tools, technical improvement in membrane production, reliable scaling management and greater effectiveness in pumps. For brackish water, RO and ED-PV are the most economical membrane based desalination systems. RO minimize the marine life impacts from intakes through various technological (physical barriers and behavioral deterrents), design (improving the recovery rate of desalination facility, locating the intake in areas of low biological productivity), and operational measures. Impacts of desalinated brine on the marine environment are largely unknown and should, therefore, be further explored. Further research into substrate intake methods and ZLD methods to make them cost effective is needed. Regulators must enforce zero tolerance policies in relation to ongoing effluent water quality monitoring programs at existing and new desalination plants.

This review was conducted as a part of the research of integration of solar thermal desalination into existing grid infrastructure in the Australian context. The objective of the proposed research is to investigate the economic aspects of chosen integration options, and shall therefore be instrumental in providing an understanding of the extent to which such integration costs increase the total costs of energy supply.
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